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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
An electronically controlled time piece controlled by 

a standards signal from the Bureau of Standards time 
signal broadcasts consisting of a receiver for receiving 
the standards signals and developing therefrom a one 
second pulse of standards accuracy, a clock movement 
controlled by this pulse through a plural units ring shift 
register, seconds, minutes and hours, indicative of dual 
states of excitation and a visual time piece for displaying 
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time movements responsive to said shift register as devel- 20 
oped by the standards signals to display the actual time. 

This invention relates to time-pieces in general and 
is particularly directed to electronically controlled time 
pieces such as watches, clocks etc. 

Time-pieces and/or watches presently are either 
mechanically or electrically driven and have their accu 
racy determined by the ability of their component parts 
to remain stable and constant in the face of certain chang 
ing variables such as pressure, temperature, moisture, etc. 
However, none of the time-pieces are either controlled or 
determined from and by electronic signals emanating from 
Government controlled stations whereby time standard 
signals aretransmitted that contain precise second infor 
mation. Such time standard signals are receivable any 
time and anywhere in the world at the present time 
through one or more broadcasting channels depending on 
the locality. 
To date, no time-pieces have been made which have 

the same accuracy as that generated by the Government 
time standard, which not only yield precise second infor~ 
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mation for the time but also adjusted according to the ' 
solar system for standard time. Further, no time-pieces 
have been made which can approach this standard espe-' 
cially in those areas where such time pieces undergo 
certain abnormal movements or are in environments 
detrimental to such time-pieces, such as caves, underwater, 
con?ned enclosures etc. 

It is therefore the purpose and object of this invention 
to produce a‘ time-piece having an accuracy comparable 
to ‘that of the " Government standard as broadcast on 
stations WWV and WWVH through the National Bureau 
of Standards in the United States and on other stations 
maintaining the same standard over the world. 
Another object of the invention is to provide an elec 

tronic time-piece whose accuracy is ‘determined and 
controlled by the Government standard time signals 
whether the time-piece be in enclosed or open sur 
roundings. 
A still further object of the invention'is to provide 

a"time-piece using solid state integrated timing circuits 
controllable .by the Bureau of Standards timing signals 
to match its accuracy and having no ‘moving mechanisms 
or parts, thereby reducing wear, tear and costs and in 
creasing the life of the said time-piece, including its 
accuracy. - 

A further object of the invention is to provide a time 
piece which uses micro-circuitry and requires little 
servicing and can be easily made dust-proof, humidity 
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proof, water-proof and temperature-proof and is rugged, 
durable and shock-proof. 

Further objects and advantages will become apparent 
from a reading of the speci?cations and a study of the 
accompanying drawings, and wherein: 
FIGURE 1 shows a simpli?ed diagram according to one 

embodiment of the invention; 
FIGURE 2 shows a ring shift register type of counter 

for controlling the accuracy of the time-piece. 
Now proceeding with a description of the invention 

wherein, and wherever feasible, like parts or elements 
serving the same purpose and function will be designated 
by the same reference number. There is now shown in 
FIGURE 1 a time-piece according to an embodiment of 
the invention. In this one embodiment of the invention 
as shown in said ?gure, a receiver 10, tuned to the stand 
ard broadcast signal, is received and fed to a second 
detector 11 along with signals from oscillator 12 hetero 
dyned in the usual way so that a one-second pulse is pro 
duced which is the one-second standard modulation signal 
coming from the Bureau of Standards station. The one 
second pulse signal 13 is then passed to a control motor 
or other actuating mechanism responsive to the one 
second signal. 
The one-second standard signal pulse, as derived from 

the mixer or second detector 11, may be used to control 
other time-pieces such as that shown in FIGURE 2. 
Essentially, FIGURE 2 comprises an electronic counter 
20 similar to a ring shift register as found in the computer 
art. The counter consists of sixty (60) magnetic cores 
(although six (6) are only shown for brevity), each 
representing a one-second time interval and connected by 
interconnecting input and output wires in a ring-like 
fashion. 
The magnetic cores, numbered one through six, are 

all electro-magneltically linked by a common wire 21 to 
which the input signal 22 is applied and ground. Core 
number one has another wire 23 magnetically linked to it 
at one extremity 24 and terminating in ground, and the 
other extremity 25 magnetically linked with core two 
and terminating in a diode 26 and diode conductive ring 
or bus 27. Between diode 26 and the conductive ring 27 
there is magnetically coupled a small visual display indi 
cator 28 which can be, for example, in the form of an 
electroluminescent cell that emits light upon excitation. 
Similarly, each of the cores are linked by wires 23, each 
wire terminating in ground at one end, and at the other 
end terminating in a diode and ultimately to common 
conductive ring 27. 

In the form of a ring shift register, as an example, the 
standard second signal is used to drive a ring shift register 
of sixty units. The unit of the register, for example, has 
two states a and b. If the ring shift register has all units 
at state b except one unit at state a, the state of that unit 
is advanced to the next unit every time a driving pulse is 
applied. The application of the standard detected one 
second pulse signal drives the shift register at a precise 
one-second time interval as determined by the standard 
transmitted. In other ‘words, the driving pulse assures the 
shifting of the unit states at a precise time of once per ‘sec 
ond as dictated by the time standard. 

Since only the shifting unit has a signal pulse connected 
therewith and not the other units, the signal pulse which 
belongs to that particular unit can be used for visual dis, 
play control. Because the device is entirely electrical, no 
moving parts are necessary or used. The unit signal con 
trolled display elements can thus be physically arranged 
in the form of a seconds scale. If light is to be emitted 
from each display element, one sees the display elements 
light up sequentially once per second dictated by the time 
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standard signal. When the display elements are physically 
arrayed in a clockwise manner, one sees a sequential or 
rotating light display that appears like a moving seconds 
hand at precise time intervals of one second. 

Since the signal pulse of any particular unit of the above 
said ring shift register, called hereafter as the second ring 
shift register, exists once every sixty seconds, it can be 
used as a minute signal to drive another ring shift register 
of sixty units, called the minute ring shift register, which 
is basically the same and, in fact, can br constructed in the 
same manner as the second ring shift 'egister. Similar to 
the seconds display, the minute signal I f each unit can bu 
used to control each of the minute display elements and 
can be arranged in a clock-wise minute division fashion. 
Since an electronic counter is used, the minute display is 
accurate to the time second standard signal. 

Similarly, an hour signal obtained from any one unit 
of the minute ring shift register can be used to drive an 
other ring shift register called the hour ring shift register, 
and to use its unit signal to control hour displays. The 
hour ring shift register may have twelve units for twelve 
hour displays, or may have twenty-four units for twenty 
four hour display, such as twelve hour am. and twelve 
hour p.rn., arranged clockwise on the time-piece for hour 
ly display. These same principles may be used for time 
displays including day of the month, month of the year 
and etc., whenever desired. 

In particular, with reference to FIGURE 2. showing the 
operation of the ring shift register, assume sixty magnetic 
ring-type cores are used and assume all cores are mag 
netized in a direction or state 11 except core #1 which is 
in state a. The ?rst drivingstandard one-second pulse 
changes core #1 state from a to b. Voltage, by magnetic 
action, is induced across the output winding of core #1 
and permits diode 26 to conduct, thereby increasing the 
voltage of common ring bus 27 to a higher positive po 
tential thereby rendering all the remaining diodes link 
ing the cores #2 . . . 60, non-conductive with the excep 
tion of said diode 26. The current through diode 26 is the 
input to core #2 and therefore excites the said core from 
state b to state a, and the display unit 28, by virtue of the 
current ?ow, lights up the electro-luminescent cell 28. 
The above condition remains until the next standard 

second driving pulse comes, shifting state a to core #3 
and lights up the display element 30 associated with this 
core. All of the remaining cores stay in state b. This pro 
cedure continues with the display of each unit sequential 
ly lighting up according to the seconds timing pulses. 
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It may be appreciated that other type counters, other H 
than the ring shift register may be used provided the 
standard secondspulse signal is used for producing the dis 
play. Further, although magnetic cores are used for il 
lustration purposes, other devices such as electron tubes, 
tunnel diodes,,transistors and the like-can also be used. 
Also, the display units can be other means other than elec 
tro-luminescentydevices, such as storage elements where 
the light may, be stored in the sense that a light ?ash can 
be made continuous until interruption, light re?ective ?lm 
or materials, refractive means, absorption means, and etc. 
Further,,the artof setting initial core state, say core #1 
at state a and the others at state b is well-known and have 
not been discussed here. Setting means, therefore, can be 
provided when desired for time setting. 
On occasions when the time standard signals are not 

receivables, such as in insulated enclosures and the like, 
the time-piece maybe provided with its own oscillator to 
generate one-second time signals (counters can be used 
so that the current art of having better constancy at higher 
frequencies can be taken, advantage of to generate the de 
sired second signal). Hence, I in the absence of time 
standard signals, the time-piece will be as accurate as the 
time generating oscillators. However, such oscillators can 
be calibrated,‘ adjusted and controlled by the time standard 
signals when available, as when the time-piece is removed 
from the said insulating enclosure. The art of such control 
and adjustment is available. For example, ‘when calibra 
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4 
tion is desired, the oscillator and standard frequencies 
may be heterodyned to produce a zero beat. When this is 
done, the oscillator will be comparable to the standard 
and therefore accurate to the same degree. 
The time-piece -is an electrical instrument and can be 

stopped by merely disconnecting the power. The power 
itself may be furnished by modern dry-cell batteries,"and 
because the power consumption is very minute, the battery 
will last a very long time. To set the time, all that has to 
be done is to provide the standard timing pulse, as pre 
viously stated, at the appropriate time. This can be done 
by the manufacturer, if necessary, and never touched again 
since the batteries will last inde?nitely if they are of the 
rechargeable type. 

It can be appreciated that other forms of the various 
elements and components may be applied without detract 
ing from the true purpose and intent of the invention 
which is to produce a time-piece having an accuracy 
comparable to the standard as determined by the Bureau 
of Standards timing signals. For example, since at any 
particular place on the earth there is at least one chan 
nel of time standard signals available, the availability 
of such signal can be used by the invention herein. Fur 
ther, the limited number of broadcast channels presently 
covering the world can be incorporated and utilized by 
the invention in such a way that the strongest signal from 
one of said broadcast channels available at any partic 
ular time and place would be automatically selected, de 
tected and utilized. This scheme, while simple in principle 
and with little added complexity, enables the invented 
time-piece to have added protection against the possibility 
of failure of any one particular station. The art of auto 
matically selecting the strongest signal is wellknown and 
need not be elaborated here. - 
Having de?ned the invention, what is claimed is: 
1. An electronically controlled time-piece controllable 

in accordance with the Bureau of Standards time signal 
broadcasts comprising: > 

(a) signal receiver means for receiving said Burea 
of Standards time signals, ’ 

(b) means for extracting from said receiver means a 
one second timing pulse whose accuracy is com 
parable to the said standards signal, 

(c) a ring-shift register counter responsive to said one 
Second signal for controlling the timing thereof to 
conform the said movement to the standard signal, 
said counter including intercommunication signal 
storage means, each having input, output, and excita 
tion circuit means connected thereto, and I 

(d) time display means responsive to said-controlled 
time movement means for displaying same in ac 
cordance with said standards signals. 

2. An electronically controlled time-piece according to 
claim 1 and wherein said signal storage means includes 
magnetic cores having two degrees or states of magneti 
zation. ' 

3. An electronically controlled time-piece controllable 
in accordance with the Bureau of Standards time signal 
broadcasts comprising: - 

(a) signal receiver means for receiving said Bureau 
of Standards time signals, ' 

(b) means for extracting from said receiver means a 
one-second timing pulse whose accuracy is compar~ 
able to the said standard transmission signal, 

(c) time-movement means responsive to said ' one 
‘ second signal for controlling the timing thereof .to 
conform the said movement to the standard signal, 
the said time-movement comprising a ring-shift-reg 
ister type counter having a series of sixty‘ on-otf 
type memory units indicative of two states of ex 
citation, such as state (a) and state (b), circuit 
means interlinking all of said units for receiving the 
said standard one-second signals, a plurality of cir= 
cuit means interlinking respective pairs of units so 
that the extremity of one circuit comprises an in— 
put winding to orie unit and the other extremity of 
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the circuit linked to the next adjacent unit com 
prises an output winding, one of said windings hav 
ing a uni-directional current valve responsive to 
changes in energy state and terminating in a com 
mon bus, and, 

(d) time display means responsive to said controlled 
time-movement means for displaying same in ac 
cordance with the said standard signals. 

4. An electronically controlled time-piece according to 
claim 3 and wherein said time display means includes 
current responsive means disposed in said unit winding 
having the said uni-directional current valve and illumi 
nated upon the receipt of said current to give a visual 
indication of the timing-movement. 

5. An electrically controlled time-piece according to 
claim 3, and wherein said memory units are magnetic 
cores having dual magnetization states and said uni-direc 
tional valve is a diode. 

6. An electronically controlled time-piece according 
to claim 4, and wherein said current responsive means 
includes electroluminescent cells. 
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